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Abstract
With the rapid growth of the Internet and overwhelming amount of information and choices that people
are confronted with, recommender systems have been developed to effectively support users’ decision-
making process in the online systems. However, many recommendation algorithms suffer from the data
sparsity problem, i.e. the user-object bipartite networks are so sparse that algorithms cannot accurately
recommend objects for users. This data sparsity problem makes many well-known recommendation
algorithms perform poorly. To solve the problem, we propose a recommendation algorithm based on
the semi-local diffusion process on a user-object bipartite network. The numerical simulation on two
sparse datasets, Amazon and Bookcross, show that our method significantly outperforms the state-of-
the-art methods especially for those small-degree users. Two personalized semi-local diffusion methods
are proposed which further improve the recommendation accuracy. Finally, our work indicates that sparse
online systems are essentially different from the dense online systems, all the algorithms and conclusions
based on dense data should be rechecked again in sparse data.
1 Introduction
Owing to the rapid development of the Internet, people are confronted with abundant online contents,
which makes it very time-consuming to select the needed information. This is often refereed as the
information overload problem. In order to solve it, search engines and recommender systems are wildly
investigated and applied to real systems. The search engine returns the relevant contents based on the
keywords given by users. Compared to the search engine, the recommender system provides personalized
services for users by predicting the potential interests based on their historical choices.
Up to now, many recommendation algorithms have been proposed such as collaborative filtering
(CF) [1–3], content-based analysis [4] and spectral analysis [5]. The matrix factorization algorithms have
also been wildly investigated by combining high scalability with predictive accuracy [6,7]. Recently, some
physical processes, including mass diffusion [8, 9], heat conduction [10] and electric circuit analysis [11],
have been applied to design recommendation algorithms. The hybridization of the mass diffusion and heat
conduction algorithm is shown to effectively solve the diversity-accuracy dilemma in recommendation [12].
Based on these algorithms, many methods have been proposed to further enhance the recommendation
diversity and solve the object cold-start problems. For example, the preferential diffusion [13], the biased
heat conduction [14], network manipulation [15] and the item-oriented method [16] are shown to be able
to largely improve the recommendation accuracy for small-degree objects. More recently, the long-term
influence of the hybrid approach on network evolution has been studied [17].
One of the biggest challenges in recommender systems is the data sparsity problem. That is, the
user activity data is too sparse for the recommender system to provide satisfactory recommendations.
To solve such sparsity problem, the users’ social network is incorporated in the object recommendation.
2For instance, a random walk model based on both the trust network and user-object bipartite network
was designed [18]. Based on the matrix factorization method, both the user trust network and friendship
network can be fused in the object recommendation by regularization [19,20]. Yang [21] proposed a factor-
based random walk model to recommend both online services and friends to users. In addition, the users’
membership data (i.e. the social groups that online users joined) is considered and the results indicate
that this social information is more valuable than friendship when used to enhance the recommendation
accuracy of object [22].
However, the users’ social network is usually much sparser than the user-object network in most
systems. More importantly, those users who have collected or purchased few objects might also be
inactive in building their social relationships. Therefore, the compensation effect of social networks on the
user-object bipartite networks is limited. In this paper, we propose an approach based on the semi-local
diffusion process on the user-object bipartite network to solve the data sparsity problem. Our simulation
on two real datasets, Amazon and Bookcross, indicates that our method significantly outperforms the
state-of-the-art methods especially for these small-degree users. Moreover, two personalized semi-local
diffusion methods are proposed which further improve the accuracy. Finally, our work highlights that
sparse online systems are essentially different from the dense online systems, all the algorithms and
conclusions based on dense data should be reconsidered and reexamined in sparse data.
2 Data sparsity problem
The hybrid method in ref. [12] takes into account both the mass diffusion [8] and the heat conduction [10]
process. This method is shown to be able to provide not only accurate but also diverse recommendations
for users when applied to dense datasets. Here, we argue that this hybrid method fails in sparse datasets.
As an example, we test this hybrid method on two sparse datasets: Amazon and Bookcross. Amazon.com
is a multinational e-commerce company and the world’s largest online retailer. Bookcrossing.com is a
book sharing web site where book lovers can exchange their books and experiences with each other. Some
basic statistics of these two datasets are presented in the Table 1. Each data is randomly divided into
two parts: the training set (ET ) and the probe set (EP ). The training set contains 80% of the original
data and the recommendation algorithm runs on it. The rest of the data forms the probe set, which will
be used to examine the recommendation performance.
Online commercial systems can be naturally described by the user-item bipartite networks with the
adjacency matrix A in which the element aiα = 1 if the user i has collected the item α, and aiα = 0
otherwise (throughout this paper we use Greek and Latin letters, respectively, for item- and user-related
indices) [2,23]. When recommending objects for user i, the hybrid method works by assigning each object
collected by user i one unit of resource. The initial resources are denoted by the vector
−→
f where fα is
the resource possessed by object α. Then they will be redistributed via the transformation
−→
f ′ = W
−→
f ,
where
Wαβ =
1
k1−λα kλβ
N∑
j=1
ajαajβ
kj
(1)
is the redistribution matrix, with kα =
∑N
l=1 alα and kj =
∑M
γ=1 ajγ denoting the degree of object α and
user j, respectively. N andM are the number of users and objects, respectively. λ is a tunable parameter
which adjusts the relative weight between the mass diffusion algorithm (λ = 1) and heat conduction
algorithm (λ = 0). The resulting recommendation list of uncollected items is sorted according to
−→
f ′ in
descending order.
In order to measure the recommendation accuracy, we make use of the ranking score (RS). Specifically,
RS measures whether the ordering of the items in the recommendation list matches the users’ real
preference. As discussed above, the recommender system will provide each user with a ranking list which
3contains all his uncollected items. For a target user i, we calculate the ranking position for each of his
link in the probe set. Suppose one of his uncollected items α is ranked at the 5th place and the total
number of his uncollected items is 100, the ranking score RSiα will be 0.05. In a good recommendation,
the items in the probe set should be ranked higher, so that RS will be smaller. Therefore, the mean value
of the RS over all the user-item relations in the probe set can be used to evaluate the recommendation
accuracy as
〈RS〉 =
1
|EP |
∑
iα∈EP
RSiα (2)
The smaller the value of 〈RS〉, the higher the recommendation accuracy.
In ref. [12], 〈RS〉 can achieve an optimal value when adjusting the parameter λ of the hybrid recommen-
dation method. However, when applied to the sparse data mentioned above, 〈RS〉 changes monotonously
with λ, as presented in fig. 1. In other words, the recommendation accuracy cannot be improved by
taking into account the heat conduction process in the mass diffusion method.
To understand the reason, we introduce a concept called coverage, c. Given a random walker starting
from u, we denote pi
(t)
α as the probability that the walker reaches item α after t step. Then the coverage
cu is defined as the ratio of the number of objects whose pi
(3)
α is larger than 0. If pi
(3)
α = 0, the resource
item α received in these 3-step diffusion-based algorithms (e.g. diffusion process and heat conduction)
will equal to 0. The average coverage c over all users are 0.0301 for Amazon and 0.1413 for Bookcross,
respectively. In other words, the resources most objects received will equal to 0 if we choose the 3-step
diffusion-based recommendation algorithms. Note that the hybridization [12] only changes the amount
of resource of the items whose pi
(3)
α are lager than 0. The resource of the items whose pi
(3)
α = 0 will
stay 0 under all hybrid parameter. Since the coverage dominates the recommendation accuracy in sparse
data, the hybrid method cannot improve the recommendation accuracy as shown in fig. 1. Moreover, we
show the relationship between the user degree and the coverage c in the fig. 2. The coverage nonlinearly
decreases with user degree, which leads to a even more serious user cold-start problem. In next section,
we will propose a semi-local diffusion method to effectively increase the diffusion coverage and break the
tie among these items with 0 resource.
3 Algorithm and metrics
Our semi-local diffusion method will be directly built on the mass diffusion method (short for MD
method) [8]. The MD method is simply the case when λ = 1 in the hybrid method. Given a target user
u, the first step of MD is to allocate one unit resource to each of u’s collected items. After 2 more steps
of diffusion, the resource will be back to the item side. For convenience, we denote every 2 steps after the
1-step as one macro-step (MS for short) of diffusion. The original 3-step diffusion is combined by the
first step (the initial resources allocating process) and 1 macro-step diffusion. As discussed above, the
original 3-step diffusion method suffers from the data sparsity problem since most objects’ resources are
0. To solve this problem, we let the resources diffuse on the bipartite network more than one macro-step.
Given the target user u,
−→
f is the initial resource vector. After one macro-step, items’ resource can be
expressed as
−→
f (1) = W
−→
f , where W is the resource redistribution matrix for mass diffusion algorithm
(with λ = 1 in equation 1). Likewise, we can calculate items’ resource after n macro-steps of diffusion as
−→
f (n) =W
−→
f (n−1) =Wn
−→
f . To recommend objects to u, one can sort the
−→
f (n) in descending order and
those objects with most resources will be recommended. Since the algorithm above uses less than global
information but a bit more than pure local information, we call this method as Semi-Local Diffusion
(SLD) recommendation method.
In previous section, we used the ranking score to measure the recommendation accuracy. Since real
users usually consider only the top part of the recommendation list, a more practical measure should
take into account the number of a user’s hidden links contained in the top-L places. Therefore, we use
4another recommendation accuracy measure called “recall”. For a user i, the number of his/her probe set
links appearing in the top-L recommendation list is denoted as di(L), these links are also called hit links
of user i. The total number of his/her probe set links is denoted as Ni. The recall of user i is defined as
Rei(L) = di(L)/Ni. (3)
The recall of the whole system is defined as
Re(L) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
Rei(L). (4)
A higher recall value indicates a higher accuracy of recommendation.
4 Result Analysis
If we let the objects’ resources diffuse on the bipartite network for multiple macro-steps, more objects
in the probe set will have final resources larger than 0, which results in higher rank of these objects
and thus a lower overall ranking score 〈RS〉. The relation between the overall 〈RS〉 and the number
of macro-steps is presented in fig. 3. If macro-step=1, the method degenerates to the standard Mass
diffusion method. From the figure, one can see that the ranking score is improved significantly by the the
SLD method and the optimal diffusion macro-step is 5 in both datasets. If the macro-step is more than 5,
the ranking score gets worse but still much better than the original Mass diffusion method. Additionally,
we report the dependence of the ranking score on the user degree and object degree in fig. 4. The left
two figures of fig. 4 give the relationship between the user degree and the ranking score. One can see that
the ranking scores of small-degree users who have collected few objects are improved greatly since these
users’ coverage of objects are increased significantly by the SLD. The right two figures of fig. 4 show the
relationship between the object degree and the ranking score. It can be seen that the SLD can improve
the ranking scores of both the small-degree and large-degree objects.
Another interesting question is whether the accuracy of top-L recommendation list will be improved
the same as the ranking score by the SLD. The relation between the recall and the number of macro-steps
is presented in fig. 5. As one can see, for both datasets, we get the best performance when the macro-step
is 2. However, when the macro-step is more than 2, the recall of both datasets start to decrease. To
uncover the reason, we study in detail the relationship between the top-L accuracy and user degree and
object degree, respectively. Since recall is usually used in measuring the overall top-L accuracy, we choose
Hits to measure the top-L accuracy for a set of users or items. For a set of nodes (users/items), Hits is
defined as the ratio of their hit links D(L) to the total number of links in the probe set for these nodes
|Ep|. Mathematically, it reads
H(L) = D(L)/|Ep|, (5)
Like the recall, a higher Hits indicates a better recommendation. The top two subfigures of fig. 6 show
the Hits of the users whose degrees are no larger than 5. It can be seen that the accuracy of top-20
recommendation lists of those inactive users are improved considerably by the SLD if the macro-step
of diffusion is less than 5. The best macro-step is 3 for Amazon and 4 for Bookcross, respectively. If
the macro-step of diffusion is larger than 5, the Hits of those users start to decrease. The bottom two
subfigures of fig. 6 give the Hits of the users whose degrees are no smaller than 20. It shows that the
Hits decreases monotonously with macro-step. In addition, we plot the relationship between Hits and
the object degree in fig. 7. It shows that the SLD method tends to improve the Hits of large-degree
objects. Generally speaking, small degree users incline to select popular items [24]. However, since the
small degree users only have limit number of links, the original 3-step diffusion cannot reach the relevant
popular items for them. On the other hand, the SLD method effectively increases the diffusion coverage
5and discover the most relevant popular items for these small degree users. This is of great importance from
practical point of view since these new/inactive users are very sensitive to the quality of recommendation
and poor recommendations may lead to losing them from the website.
Our result above shows that the high order diffusion resources may play different role in the recommen-
dation for users and objects with different degrees. Therefore, the information of the high order diffusion
should be used in a personalized way. Accordingly, we propose two extended recommendation methods:
the user-based semi-local diffusion method (U-SLD for short) and the object-based semi-local diffusion
method (O-SLD for short). We denote
−→
f (1),
−→
f (2), ...,
−→
f (n) as the final resource vectors after 1, 2, ...,
n macro-steps of diffusion, respectively.
−→
f (n) can be easily calculated by
−→
f (n) = W
−→
f (n−1) = Wn
−→
f .
Given the target user u, the user-based semi-local diffusion method is to combine these n resource vectors
based on u’s degree. Mathematically, the final score of object α reads
Fuα = f
(1)
α +
n∑
i=2
1
kθu
f (i)α , (6)
where ku is u’s degree and θ is a free parameter to tune the weight of
−→
f (i) (i ≥ 2) based on u’s degree.
If θ > 0, the second term will play a more significant role when recommending objects for small-degree
users, and vice versa.
In the sparse dataset, the coverage of 3-step diffusion is very low. Even some popular items cannot be
effectively reached by users. The object-based semi-local diffusion method accumulates those resources
based on the object degree. The final score of object α computed by this method is
Fuα = f
(1)
α +
n∑
i=2
1
kθα
f (i)α . (7)
If θ > 0, the second term will play a more significant role in calculating the score for small-degree items,
and vice versa. We sort the vector Fu in descending order and those objects with highest scores will
be recommended to u. The results on Amazon and Bookcross are reported in fig. 8 and the optimal
parameters θ of algorithms discussed above are presented in table 2. In order to balance the improvement
on rankingscore and recall, we set n = 3 in both U-SLD and O-SLD.
Actually, similar idea has been applied to eliminate the redundant correlations in dense datasets [25].
The method in [25] is called RENBI method and defined as
−→
f ′ = (W + θW 2)
−→
f , (8)
where the elements of matrix W are defined by eq. 1 with λ = 1,
−→
f ′ and
−→
f is the final resource vector
and the initial resource vector, respectively, and θ is a free parameter. In [25], the authors focus on
improving the accuracy and diversity of recommendation by eliminating the redundant information and
they find that the optimal θ defined in eq. 8 is negative. However, the information of high order diffusion
is not redundant any more in sparse dataset. Moreover, the RENBI method is not personalized since the
weight of high order diffusion resources is the same for all users. We will compare the U-SLD and O-SLD
methods to the RENBI method.
The top subfigures of fig. 8 show the results of recall in Amazon and Bookcross. Clearly, the recall
of SLD is much higher than that of MD in both datasets. This is because the recommendation accuracy
of small-degree users is significantly improved by SLD. Moreover, the RENBI method is also better than
the MD method, but it is worse than the SLD. From the table 2, we can also see that the optimal θ in
Eq. 8 are 0.9 for Amazon and 0.7 for Bookcross, respectively. This is different from the result in ref [25]
where the method is tested in dense data and the optimal θ is found to be negative. Our results indicate
that the information of high order diffusion is in fact not redundant information in the sparse data. Both
6the U-SLD and O-SLD methods are better than the RENBI method in recall. The improvement is due to
the personalized use of the high order diffusion information. Finally, we can see that the O-SLD achieves
the best recall among these methods and the optimal θ defined in Eq. 7 is negative in both datasets from
table 2. That is to say, the information of high order diffusion should be considered more on the large
degree items than small degree items. This is because small degree users inclines to select the popular
items while these items cannot be effectively reached by one macro-step diffusion. Note that once those
small degree users have selected many objects, we could then recommend diverse objects to them.
The bottom subfigures of fig. 8 show the results of ranking score in Amazon and Bookcross. One can
see that the ranking score of SLD method is much lower than that of MD. From the table 2, it is shown
that the optimal diffusion step is 5 in both datasets. RENBI also achieves a considerable improvement
in ranking score compared to MD, but its ranking score is higher than that of SLD. The optimal θ of
RENBI is also positive in both datasets. This supports again that the high order diffusion information is
actually useful in enhancing the recommendation accuracy in sparse data. Although the ranking score of
U-SLD and O-SLD method are slightly higher than the SLD method, these two methods enjoy a much
better ranking score than RENBI. Taken together the results of ranking score and recall, O-SLD seems
to be the best recommendation algorithm in sparse data. It provides not only a good ranking of users’
unselected objects but also an accurate top-L recommendation list.
5 Discussion
The data sparsity problem is one of the biggest challenges in recommender systems. There are a large
number of online users and objects with very few connections, which leads to the poor performance of
many well-known recommendation algorithms. However, the data sparsity problem has not yet been
systematically studied and not yet well addressed. Take the hybrid method [12] for example, one cannot
get an improved recommendation accuracy when combining the mass diffusion and heat conduction
algorithms. As a matter of fact, the data of most real online systems is much sparser than the data used
in this paper. Therefore, solving the data sparsity problem is of great significance from the practical
point of view.
In this paper, we propose a semi-local diffusion (SLD) method to solve the data sparsity problem in
recommender systems. The results on two real online datasets indicate that our method significantly out-
performs other well-known algorithms. Two personalized semi-local diffusion methods are also proposed
which further improve the accuracy. Our analysis shows that the recommendation accuracy of small-
degree users is greatly improved by the SLD method. In practical use, it can largely improve the user
experience of the new comers, so that more users will be attracted by the web site. Finally, we remark
that sparse online system are essentially different from the dense online system, all the algorithms and
conclusions based on dense data should be rechecked in sparse data.
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Figure 1: The ranking score of the hybrid method on Amazon and Bookcross. λ is used to tune the
contribution of the heat conduction and the mass diffusion process. When λ = 1, the hybrid method
gives the pure mass diffusion method and λ = 0 it degenerates to pure heat conduction method (more
details about the hybrid method can be found in [12]).
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Figure 2: Dependance of the converge c on the user degree in Amazon and Bookcross. For a given x, its
corresponding c is obtained by averaging all the users whose degrees are in the range of [a(x2−x), a(x2+2)],
where a is chosen as 12 log 5.
Tables
Table 1: The statistics of Amazon and Bookcross datasets. The sparsity is obtained by #links
N×M
, where N
and M are the number of users and items, respcetively.
Dataset #user #objects #links sparsity
Amazon 50000 54,152 283,382 1.05× 10−4
Bookcross 21122 203,373 504,643 1.17× 10−4
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Figure 3: The ranking score 〈RS〉 of the semi-local diffusion method in Amazon and Bookcross. For both
datasets, we obtain the lowest ranking score when the macro diffusion step is 5.
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Figure 4: Dependence of the ranking score 〈RS〉 on user degree and object degree. The MS@T means
the macro-step of the diffusion is T . For a given x, its corresponding 〈RS〉 is obtained by averaging all
the users (or objects) whose degrees are in the range of [a(x2−x), a(x2+2)], where a is chosen as 12 log 5.
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Figure 5: The recall of the semi-local diffusion method in Amazon and Bookcross. For both datasets, we
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Table 2: The optimal parameter defined in algorithms for Recall and Ranking score.
Amazon
SLD-T RENBI U-SLD O-SLD
Recall
T 2 - - -
θ - 2 -0.2 -0.3
Ranking socre
T 5 - - -
θ - 2 -1.4 -0.5
Bookcross
SLD-T RENBI U-SLD O-SLD-
Recall
T 2 - - -
θ - 1.0 -0.5 -0.2
Ranking socre
T 5 - - -
θ - 2 -1.5 -0.7
